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This PhD thesis reflects the ‘werdegang’ of my own thinking over the years on the topic of 
service innovation. Since the mid 90s I have had the opportunity to be involved in many 
national and international projects to better understand, define and measure, analyse 
and manage service innovation, both from a firm as well from an innovation policy 
perspective. First at TNO Strategy, Technology and Policy, from 1998 onwards through 
Dialogic Innovation & Interaction and since 2008 through the Amsterdam Centre for 
Service Innovation (AMSI). Although I do have additional professional interests, service 
innovation has grown into my most beloved and intense ‘professional hobby’.

Especially three projects for the European Commission (over the period 1996-2006) and a 
multi-annual project for the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs (1998-2003) provided the 
necessary continuity for working regularly on service innovation. Some of the concepts 
and notions, typologies and policy perspectives on service innovation were developed 
as part of these projects. By co-operating with many fine innovation researchers in these 
and many other projects, I have been able as an innovation researcher working mostly in 
a non-academic setting, to contribute modestly to theory building in service innovation 
research and codify some of the conceptual and empirical service innovation research, 
mostly as a by-product of the project work. Although I was tempted (and pushed by 
colleagues and friends) over the years to do a PhD in service innovation, it was Professor 
Mark de Jong who in 2008 persuaded me to combine working on a PhD with building up the 
Amsterdam Centre for Service Innovation (AMSI). After more than a decade of banging on 
the doors of policy-makers and academia to take the topic of service innovation seriously, 
I felt he had made me an offer I could not refuse. It also offered me the opportunity to 
do a typical mid-career maintenance stop or investment, away from the intense project 
work at Dialogic. 

Writing this PhD thesis was like an unusual act of reverse engineering. I wanted to use 
some of the materials codified over quite an extensive period, codify some of the empirical 
research already performed and at the same time invest in (further) developing a sound 
and balanced theoretical framework. Working from a business school now and noticing 
that both senior management dealing with service innovation and innovation policy-makers 
were in need of a management perspective regarding service innovation, I decided to 
develop this perspective as a logical focus point. So I literally went on ‘strategy safari’ 
and was introduced to the wilds of strategic management (to paraphrase Mintzberg 
and colleagues). This subfield of business studies I experienced is much more diverse 
and lively in terms of academic debate than anticipated. I hope that by combining the 
various traditions in service (innovation) management, the Resource-Based View/Dynamic 
Capabilities View of the firm and the innovation systems approach, this thesis adds to the 
academic discourse and the world of both service innovation managers and innovation 
policy-makers. This is for others to judge.
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In the first place I would like to thank my two promoters. Mark de Jong, you always had 
faith in me and share my passion for service innovation. On many occasions when I had 
difficult decisions to make, you were there to help me out. Tom Elfring not only guided 
me through the RBV and DCV literature, but challenged me to be more to the point, to 
write in a more Anglo-Saxon style and pushed me to articulate precisely where the ‘Pim 
den Hertog-factor’ is in all this. Thank you both and I look forward to expanding AMSI 
together with you in the coming years. I would further like to thank all the other members 
of the PhD Committee, Dr. Wietze van der Aa, Prof. Lorike Hagdorn, Prof. Dany Jacobs, 
Prof. Rick Maes, Prof. Ian Miles and Prof. Luis Rubalcaba. It is an honour for me to defend 
my thesis before such a diverse and experienced committee. Wietze van der Aa, I would 
like to thank you especially for our ongoing discussion on the number of dimensions in a 
multi-dimensional service (innovation) model, for sharing your view on the world as well as 
your tricks of the trade on how to deal with students and education in general. Thank you 
also for pushing me to have a conversation with Professor David Teece while in Berkeley 
(April 2009); this gave me the necessary energy boost to apply the DCV perspective to 
managing service innovation which continued for at least six months.

Through the international projects I was introduced to the “innovation in services” research 
community, a group of fine professionals who inspired me a great deal and were a truly 
nice bunch of people. I am happy to be part of this family and honoured that two of them – 
Professors Ian Miles and Luis Rubalcaba – have agreed to be members of my PhD committee. 
Both of you have played an important role in putting service innovation on the academic 
and policy agenda. Since the mid 90s we have cooperated in various projects. I learned 
a lot from you both and have many good memories of project and conference meetings 
from Oslo to Granada and many places in between. I sincerely hope we can continue our 
longstanding cooperation. At the risk of forgetting someone, I would further like to thank 
in particular Faridah Djellal, Jorge Gallego, Faiz Gallouj, Camal Gallouj, Lawrence Green, 
Johan Hauknes, Jeremy Howells, Jari Kuusisto, Goran Marklund, Thomas Meiren, Brigitte 
Preissl, Corinna Schultze, Jon Sundbo, Bruce Tether, Marja Toivonen, Paul Windrum and 
Jason Whalley. The Maastricht and then Brazil chapter is represented by Márcia da Mota 
Darós who is working in parallel on her PhD thesis. I admire you for your perseverance. Our 
e-mail conversations helped me greatly in what is sometimes a lonely PhD struggle. 

These and some of the Dutch projects brought me in contact with Dutch researchers 
who share an interest in service innovation including Bart van Ark, Paul Beije, Carolien de 
Blok, Harry Bouwman, Lourens Broersma, René van Burren, Jan van de Ende (thank you 
for warning me not to open the DCV can of worms!), Meindert Flikkema, Koen Frenken, 
Harold van Garderen, Wil Janssen, Gjalt de Jong, Jeroen de Jong, Els van der Kar, Frank 
Kwakman, Bart Nieuwenhuis, Jeroen Segers, Luc Soete and Erik de Vries. Many of these 
projects would not have been possible without interested parties and policy-makers 
willing to invest in the difficult topic of service innovation. I am particularly indebted to 



Luuk Klomp, Theo Roelandt, Karin de Ruyter, Wilbert Schaap, Jan-Peter van der Toren 
and many others. Internationally I benefitted from interactions with officials like Ursula 
Zahn Elliot (Germany), Tiina Tanninen-Ahonen (Finland), Allan Mayo (UK), Pyoung Yol Jang 
(Korea), and Ronald Mackay (European Commission). These policy-makers are paving the 
way for service innovation policies.

Another dear professional family are my former colleagues at TNO Centre for Strategy, 
Technology and Policy Studies. Jos Leyten, my first head of unit at TNO seduced me to 
look deeper into the topic of service innovation early on in my career as an innovation 
researcher. Ruud Smits introduced me to the area of innovation policy analysis and 
constantly reminded me to start working on a PhD thesis. Dany Jacobs, thank you for 
being so harsh on me when I first wrote some texts for you that I thought were quite 
useful, but also for challenging me to do the PhD and for making sure part of the TNO 
group still meets every spring. Although there are many more colleagues I should mention, 
I limit myself here to Gustavo Fahrenkrog and Patries Boekholt. Gustavo literally helped to 
launch me as project coordinator of my first big international project at the first project 
meeting in London by literally carrying my suitcase! Patries is former roommate and now 
friendly competitor. I am really pleased that both Technopolis Netherlands and Dialogic 
are probably the two heirs/watch dogs of the TNO-CSTP view on the world of innovation 
and the public cause, but also for being able to stay friends at the same time. 

I am further indebted to my AMSI colleagues both at the VU and UvA end as well as 
colleagues at Amsterdam Business School. A special thankyou goes to Thomas Adelaar 
for fine coffee and good conversation, Tsi Vinig for sharing the joy of entrepreneurship 
at a Business School, and Sidonie Rademaker and Hiba Oulad Youssef for secretarial 
support. I would also like to thank the founding sponsors of AMSI including Amsterdam 
Topstad, IBM, KLM-Air France and Rabobank as well as the participants of the first 
Leadership Course in Managing Service Innovation for sharing their experiences of 
service innovation. 

At Dialogic Innovation and Interaction my three “partners in crime” Rob Bilderbeek, 
Christiaan Holland and Sven Maltha helped me greatly by giving me the opportunity to 
follow my heart and do a PhD. All three of you have worked like mad to keep Dialogic 
successful in a difficult market. I am really glad I can rejoin Dialogic (part-time) and 
experience that the angry young at heart (wo)men have professionalized Dialogic 
further. Bram Kaashoek, now we can finally write that article on innovation vouchers. 
Reg Brennenraedts, I hope I can benefit from all the managerial innovations you have 
introduced over the past few years. Robbin te Velde, is there still a vacancy in your 
‘professional-writing-through-poetry’ class? Another member of the extended Dialogic 
family is Erik Brouwer (now at PWC and Tilburg University), who is notoriously optimistic, 
good company, and still ‘into innovation’. 
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I am really glad that my brother Jeroen and long time friend Frank Studulski agreed to 
be my paranymphs. Although we meet less often than we should, our conversations are 
always naturally open and pleasant. Val Kidd has done a great job as always in providing 
the necessary and speedy language washes.

Finally but importantly, the family that comes first. My father with whom I share a gamma 
interest and views on the world and my mother who has always believed in me and still 
reminds me that there is more to life than work. The two of you have contributed the most 
with your unconditional support. Inge, I know you do not like to be thanked here, but I 
want to do it nevertheless. You gave me the space and accepted a lot of ‘bad behaviour’ 
as well as late nights in the attic. Pol, together we will discover the most beautiful birds 
in the world. Lieve and Bloeme, you two are my all time favourite girls!




